Example of subjects on a score sheet
List of general clinical signs (courtesy of David B. Morton, BVSc, PhD) that may be recorded in a score sheet:

Appearance:
- Inactive, less active
- Ataxic
- Stary coat
- Dull eyes
- Huddling
- Isolated
- Pinched face
- Eyes half closed
- Discharge eyes/nose
- Not grooming
- Scratching
- Abnormal breathing (breaths/min)
- Type of breathing (e.g. rapid, shallow, labored, normal)
- Feces pellets soft/hard
- Not eating
- Not drinking
- Hunched posture
- Boarding of abdomen
- Tiptoe walking

Handling:
- Aggressive
- Not inquisitive/alert
- Crusty eyes/nose
- Reluctant to move
- Dehydration/skin tone
- Vocalization
- Hyperactive
- Body weight
- % weight change from start
- % weight change previous day
- Body temperature
- Treatment
- Prolapse
- Overgrowth teeth